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HOW LOW CAN WE GO?
by Peter Kay
Virginia's $1.5 billion
revenue shortfall will translate
into reduced library services, fewer
office services, and a delay of faculty pay raises at Marshall-Wythe.
Richmond plans to cut $100,000
from the law school's $5.5 million budget. The hbrarywill suffer
a $35,<XX> reduction in funds, while
the remainder of the cut will come
fnm the law school's Maintenance and Operations (M&O)
budget.
Reduced M&O funds,
from $222,000 to $165,000, mean
les travel for faculty, reduced
clerical support, and fewer dollars for postage, Federal Express,
and long-distance calling. These
"quality of life" cuts will eliminate some amenities for the faculty, but, ace rding to Dean Vick,
"it is the difference between eating at tbe Trellis and eating at the
bort top. We won' t reach the

McDonalds level." The M&O
cuts in cleaning staff wiU result in
a dirtier law school, especially on
and after the weekend. Unlike

by Dave Edwards

UNC Chapel Hil~ where fa ulty
are not permitted to make long
distance calls, Marshall-Wythe 'Will
not reach a crisis level.
The $35,000 cut in library funding, coupled with 10%
annual inflation on the cost of
books, equals a net 3% reduction
in the library's budget This means
fewer services to local practitioners, such as up-to-date form
books and practice manuals.
Librarian Jim HeUer, while recognizing that a public school has
a duty to local practitioners, his
flrst priority is the core collection
used by the students. Some
duplicate serial reporters and State
Shepard's may disappear from
the shelves, but the basic books
will remain. Heller may also
reduce the number of LEXISj
WESTrA W terminals in the
scbool because of tbe expen e of
open phone lines.

Whether budget cuts will
become a perennial problem
having a long term impact on
Marshall-Wythe has yet to be

determined. According to Dean
Sullivan, the cuts will slow the
pace of improvements at
Marshall-Wythe -- "We will grow,
but not as fast as we have been."
If the pay raises in the facuIty
contracts continue to be delayed,
MarshalI-Wythe may encounter
difficulty in attracting and retaining top faculty. The loss of funding may also provide an obstacle
in Marshall-Wythe's tacit goal of
top 25 Law School status. However, a worst case scenario of a
dingy, understaffed law school
with an underpaid faculty would
only come into play if the cuts
continued over the next 4-5 years.
The most immediate
effect on the present student body
will be the loss of $2000 of PSF
National Geographic
scholarship funding and a dirtier
Anton/·n Scalia will be the speaker at the 1991 graduation .
school due to a loss of cleaning i'~'~;;':~"---

________...;..___________

servi~s.
Softening lho;; \m\,"-\:.l u(

the cuts is a $40,000 increase in
alumni giving. Dean Vick emphasizes the importance of private giving in sustaining Marshall-

Wythe's growth as a law school
of national stature. Although
Marshall-Wythe's $43 million endowment is dwarfed by those at

comparable schools, Vick hopes
that healthy giving will reduce
the sensitivity to swings in the
state budget.

BY THE BOOKS??!!

In what has become With 130 carrels for 550 students enough time, the book may be
an autumn tradition, the Law the librarians decided that the renewed for another ten days, or
Library has again changed best way to promote accessibility the needed material may be
its carrel policy. Less tradi- is to ensure that carrel users not photocopied.
tional, however, is the pros- leave materials on the desk of the
The enforcement of the
pect that this new policy will carrel when they are not using it. carrel-accessibility policy has
be enforced.
Significant To enforce this policy, each li- raised howls of protest from a
changes to the policy include brarian will be assigned a day to number of palro~ many of whom
a ten book, ten day limita- spot-check. Especially targeted have received warning notes or
tion on the carrel checking will be those carrels which have have had personal items and
of non-circulating books, a had materials left in them but research materials removed from
requirement tbat law library have been deserted for several their carrels. Many students have
and Swem circulating books days. The requirement for carrel complained of confusion about
that are kept in a carrel col- slips in all books is designed to this policy on the part of the
lection be carrel slipped, e\Cn prevent confusion arrising from library attendants, and of being
though properly checked out, shelvers accidentally reshelving accused of violating rules about
and that the Swem books be properly checked-out books, which they had no notice. One
marked with a slip having a especially Swem books. The "ten student complained of receiving
"Swem" notation at the top. books, ten days" policy for non- an unsigned note warning her to
A further requirement which circulating books apparantly was remove her belongings from a
has proved somewhat troub- designed to promote more efli- carrel after having left her books
lesome, partly because it is cient use of library materials. This for only a short time one mornnot listed on the policy sheet, is, of course, a dramatic change ing. Said Vene! Brown, "It's unfair
is the requirement that loose- from last year's "25 books, 30 to clutter carrels for a long time,
leaf materials left in a carrel days" policy. According to Rush, but people continuously using a
be filed in folders and neatly the librarians reasoned that most carrel deserve flexibility. The
stacked on the carrel's shelf. non-circulating books are gener- policy shouldn't be that you can't
According to Assis- ally carrel-checked for only one leave personal items ever. It's
tant Law Librarian Martha case or law review article, and not realistic." Other students
Rush, the new policy is de- that ten days is, therefore, ade- have complained of carrel matesigned in large part to make quate time to glean the needed rials being removed without
study carrels accessible to as information from the particular warning, and of warning letters
many students as possible. case or article. If ten day is not admonishing them to leave their

looseleaf materials filed in folders on the top shelf of carrel, a
requirement not listed in the
carrel policy. Complained Moot
Court National Team member
JeffEuchler, "This is not terribly
responsive to people using the
library, partjcularly not having
any notice. Some warning ought
to be given before they gather
the stuff up." He added, "I'm not
real amused with this." His teammate Tamara Maddox voiced
similar feelings: "Moot Court is
in a unique situation. We have a
team project to do, and we have
a special need to have areas
where all team members can have
access to materials. If we can't
have carrels where research
materials can be left for our team
members, having reserve carrels
at all is basically useless."
According to Rush, this
policy should become much less
confusing when Audrey Flock,
the Head of Circulation, who is
normally responsible for enforcement of such policies, returns
from a medical leave of absence
in late November. Until then,
the staff will work to smooth out
some of the rougher parts of the

policy. As an addition to the
carrel policy notes already in the
carrels, the Library plans to post
a short note informing students
of the requirement that loose
papers must be kept in file folders. Also, the staff plans to better
inform the "Carrel Police" of
what is expected of them, so that
fewer unmerited warnings or
collections occur.
Rush expressed willingness on the part of the Library
Administration to hear student
opinions regarding the new policy: "We are certainly open to
suggestions." Judging from student reaction, there should be
more than a few forthcoming.
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KAREER KORNER

INTER ALIA

by Peter Kay

It's almost autumn, and as
the leaves fall in Willi.amsburg,
the resumes fall at MarshallWythe. Third years who haven't
received an offer are edging
toward panic; the fear that they
will be searching for a job after
graduation starting to creep in
on them. Second years schedule
everything around their answering machine and mailbox, hoping
for a call instead of a letter. First
years are a little confused and
vaguely uneasy about it aII; mainly,
they're just trying to wake up for
Contracts.
At the same time, there's
a whole other world out there.
Take a step back, take a deep
breath and look around you. The
tourists are leaving Williamsburg,
the air is cooler and the leaves
are starting to turn.
You're about to enter
one of the most stressful professions existing -- live a little.

While discussing my
chances for employment at a
certain ftrm X located in a certain decaying Northeastern city,
I noticed that their interviewer,
Mr. Y, had, for want of a better
word, a thingie hanging out of his
left nostril. I discreetly ignored
the thingie until, after a particularly witty retort on my part, Mr.
Y snorted in amusement. The
thin!!:ie then shot out of his nose,
whereupon it hit the front of his
suit, broke up on impact, and
spread fan-like d<M'Il his left lapeL
I had crucial seconds to
demonstrate the poise that firm
X requires of its summer associates. After a furtive consultation
with the OCPP manual proved
useless, I quickly categorized
possible reactions:
1. Discreet; ignore Mr.Y
ignoring me ignoring the mess
on his suit.
P.S. I'd write something about
2 Toady; take out my handSouter's confirmation, but like most of
kerchief, or remove my tie, and
A=-~ ~o:hin\~ to.~ _~

- .j........,. . . . --

~
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clean off Mr. Y's lapel.
3. Team Player; pinch my
right nostril and blow as hard as
possible to be one of the boys.
4. Human; Smirk, giggle,
and guffaw uncontrollably.
I'm afraid that I chose
an unseemly combination of 1
and 4. Alternately staring and
looking down coyly, I knew that
this was not a good match. The
rejection came hand-delivered in
48 hours.

that one law student's randomly
selected resume is exactly the
same as another's.
The A<M>cate abhors the
sameness engendered by padded
resumes. As a service to the
community, we have provided
distinctive cut and paste filler to
make you STAND out from the
crowd.

RESUME PADDING
Top statisticians have
determined that the ratio of fllier
positions to students at MarshallWythe is about 832:1. In other
words, in each class of approcximately 280 people, there are about
2000 different little jobs generated by the school. The resume
filler generated by clubs, fraternities, publications, and the featherbedding of the Boies administration, guarantees a suspicious
similarity between resumes. In
fact, there is a 27% chance

As a criminal defendant,

D UI Conviction
September 1990

Post-Class Discussion
Project
On a regular basis, first to
monopolize teacher's time after
class. Resolve major issues.
Demonstrate a sincere hunger
for legal knowledge.
Columnist ,The Advocate
Have finger on pulse of
Marshall-Wythe community.
Writing skills, sense of humor
not required.

CUSTOMIZED
gained unique perspective on
PLATES
II
American system of justice. Met
It has come to my attenjudges, prosecutors, and defe nse
attorneys. Provided assistance tion that a gynecologist in Newport News has a plate reading
to prisoners.
BUSH -D R . Wonder if it attracts
business. Wonder if his second
Law Revue
Provide insightful analysis car's plate is SPCULM-6.
of speech patterns, and dress and
social habits of fellow stud nts.
Currently compiling file of sexual histories. Daily meetings in
Marshall-Wythe Lounge. Must
be perfect to be a member.

PUBLIC NUISANCE
What do Mark
Twain, Jolm Knowles, Arth ur
Miller, and F. Scott Fitzgerald
have in common? How about
HarperLee,JudyBlume,Shel
Silverstein, and Kurt Vonnegut,
Jr.? Well, they are all
writers ...good writers, great
writers, popular writers. They
also share the dubious honor
of being the authors of the
most-often banned and chalIenged books in the United
States. Move over, Salman
Rushdie - you're just a newcomer to a venerable club
which also includes such notables as John Steinbeck, J.D.
Salinger, Sinclair Lewis, Lewis Sinclair, Alice Walker,
Roald Dabl, und Jim Davis
(creator of Garfield). Even the
editors ofthe Merriam-Webster and American Heritage
Dictionaries. It's a Who's Who
of American writers.
As " Banned
Book Week" (September 24October 1), a celebration of
and tribute to these authors
and their works, comes to a
close, it's time to consider the
state of the "right to read"
here in America. Despite the
international furor caused by
Iran's condemnation of
Rushdie's Satanic Verses,
national watchdog groups
report a sharp rise in American censorship; People for the
American Way alone reported
244 attacks nation-v.':ide on
educational materials and library books in the last year.
What does this mean? That
it's OK to censor a book as

long as a contract isn't put out on
the author? That if the written
work is removed tbe ideas behind the words will disappear?
That children shouldn't be exposed to controversial issues, different perspectives, or the facts
of life?
I think not. I hope not.
There are, of murse, valid
reasons for screening the materials available to children. Just as
we would keep a loaded gun out
of the hands of children, so should
we keep "loaded books" -- bo ks
that discuss or raise ideas and
feelings which children simply
cannot handle - out of their reach.
Such screening relies on the judgment of trained educators and
professionals who can assess what
children are inteDectually and psychologically equipped to understand. Censorship, on the other
hand, relies on fear ... fear of
language, fear of ideas, fear of
differences, and sometimes, fear
of truth. Ana, as is often the case,
such fear is easily hidden behind
vague criticism and buzz "'ords
such as "racist", "sexist", and "objectionable".
Think I'm exaggerating?
Consider the arguments given for
removing the following books
from school libraries and curricula:
To Kill a Mockingbird,
Harper Lee - "a fUthy, trac;hy
novel"
Charlie and the Chocolate Factory, Roald Dahl - "encourages greediness; promotes a
poor philosophy of life '
The Color Purple, Alice

Walker - " raises troubling ideas
about race relations, man's relationship with God, African history, and human se),:uality"
A Light in the Atti~ SheJ
Silverstein - "encourages children to break dishes so the)
won't have to dry them"
The Wizard of O!; Frank
Baum - "promotes secular humanism"
Death of a Salesman,
Arthur Miller - "junk"
The Diary of Anne
Frank, Anne Frank - "se}..'Ually
offensive"; "it's a real downer"
Merriam-Webster Dictionary - "objectionable deflDition of 'sexual intercourse'"
In most of these cases
the challenges were successful
and the books were removed or
access was restricted. But are
these valid concerns? Censorship? Personal opinion and
aversion masquerading as righteous indignation?
Protecting children from
issues they aren't ready to face
is an important issue. But so is
providing children with information to ansv.er questions, facts
to teach them, and new perspectives to broaden their horizons.
When books that entertain and
amuse are withheld, children lose.
And when books that stir emotions and provoke thought are
withheld, children and society
both lose.
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HALEY MEETS HAILEY
by Mike Flannery
The thing which impressed
me the most was how he moved
toward Alex. It was as if a force
began to push him when he entered the room. There was no
hesitation, no uncertainty, no
indecision; instead, there was only
immeiliate recognition and connection. While 750 eager Ii teners awaited his speech this older
man seemed to z ro in on this
young boy; the rest of the world
wa on hold for a few moments.
Alex Haley asked Alex Hailey to
sit d 'WTI and talk.
Alex Hal y came to
William and Mary on Tuesday,
Septemb r 1 to speak at Trinkle
Hall Haley is the author f Roots
and The Au tohiography of Malcolm X. He is a gifted author and
a captivating speaker. For these
reasons, the undergraduate tudent A sociation invited him to
be a part of their Speaker Series.
As luck would have it,Alex Haley
accepted the invitation.
Alex Hailey (notice the
spelling) is a seven year old boy
and myLiule Brother. We came
together in April ofthis year with
the help of Big Brothers/ Big
Sisters of Greater Wiliamsburg.
From the first day we met (we
gm mil1<sbakes down on D.O.O.
street), we've had great fun together, whether we were fishing
or recycling or just flying a kite.
Over the summer, while I was in
Washington, Alex wrote me five

letters; I sent him some postcards. Alex is a good kid and a
smart kid and I like him.
A friend of mine saw an
anno uncement about Alex
Haley's speech in the Flat Hat
and uggested that I take Williamsburg's Alex Hailey to see
him. I thought this was a fine
idea. On September 17th, never
ne to procrastinate, I called the
tudent Association to find out
if I could arrange for a meeting.
Somebody named Kyle thought
this was a good idea too and
passed along the proposal to the
SA. President. With the president's blessing, Kyle sugge ted
that I bring young Alex (or ''Little
Alex" as he would lat er be refer red to, with some freq uency)
to the SA. office at 7:30 pm on
Tuesday night. The two namesakes would greet each other just
prior to Haley's speech. And
with that, a remarkable sequence
of events was set in motion. I am
yet amazed that it all came to
pass.
On the afternoon of the
18th, I went to the bookstore to
buy one of Alex Haley's books; I
wanted Alex to have something
the elder Haley could sign. I
tbought Koots would be tbe best
choice, but the bookstore was
sold out Fortunately, a few copies
of The AutobiQgfaphy of Malcolm X remained on the shelves.
I agonized for a few moments

NAMESAKES
Famed author Alex Haley
meets Williamsburg's own
Alex Hailey. Haley spoke
at Trinkle Hall on
September 18.
Mike
Flannery (3L) arranged
for the author to meet
his namesake, Mike's
Little Brother in the Big
Brothers/Big Sisters of
Williamsburg.

over whether The Autohiographv of Malcolm X would be [00
weighty and complex for a seven
year-old kid. After a moment of
reflection, I decided that, when
he wanted to and was able to,
Alex would read the book. In the
mean time, he could show off the
autograph to his friends.
Next, I needed a camera. Once again, a friend came
through with the goods. Now I
could capture the meeting on film.
Everything was falling into place.
At 6:30 pm, I picked up
Alex at his house. I asked his
mother, Sheila, if she had actually named Alex after lhe farnum,
author. "Yes," she said, "My
sister suggested it while I was
expecting." Alex was eager to be
going. This wasn't just any night,
this was a school night. When I

told him we might not be home
until 9:30 pm, his eyes lit up.
"That means I can stay up until
eleven!" he exclaimed.
We drove to the Student Center to grab a bite to eat.
One of the cafeteria cashiers
recognized me - I had been a Big
Brother to her nephew before I
hooked up with Alex. She smiled
and said to her friend, "Don't
ring that up. Let them eat free.
He's a Big Brother." Alex was
shocked. "How come we didn't
have to pay?" he wondered After
I explained he said, "I guess we
really are lucky."
Al 7:30 pm, we walked
down to Trinkle Hall. Kyle told
us to wait in the SA. office. We
spent the next twenty minutes
battling restless anticipation.
Every five minutes or so I'd say"I

BILL OF RIGHTS INSTITUTE HOSTS SUPREME COURT PREVIEW
by Wendy Watson
On September 21st and term: New York v. Sullivan and
22nd, Marshall Wythe played host Board of Education of Oklahoma
to the Institute of Bill of Rights
Law's third annual Supreme Court City Public Schools v. Dowell.
Professor
Rodney
Preview. The program
Smo11 a th
'
f B'U
. boasted
.
e I
nstItute
0
I 0f
panels of renowned Journahsts
. h 'La D'
d
. . f
Rig ts . w rrector an a pan..
and legal lummanes rom across
.
Th
Is d'
d ehst m the program, felt that the
1h e natIOn.
e pane Iscusse
al
d' th
the controversy surrounding a or karg~ml ents presenhte .ill de
moc tna s were aut entlc an
.
.
num b er 0 f 1h e cases sc he dul ed '
r
h
S
C
t
offered
VIewers an accurate plClor t e current upreme our
term, with special consideration tdure 0pf S~premse Collurt Plainr~ede..
I.
ure. rOlessor mo a exp
to the broa d er constltutJOna 15- h .
kin th· d ..
sues such as privacy and free tat, m ma .g err eClslons,
·
the mock JUstices voted the way
speec.
.
h Th e fimaI pane I d ISCUS.
d
I
'th
th
S
they felt the actual JusticeS would
Slon ea t WI
e upreme.
.
C ourt's fu t ure d'nect'IOn. Th e vote, ill an attempt..to predict the
~.L t
rrogram concIuded ..WlUl
wo mock Court's actual deCISion. Accordtrials of cases scheduled for this ing to Smolla, Laurence Tribe, a

constitutional Law profe..c;sor form
Harvard and the oralist for New
York arguing to strike down
H.U.D. regulations in New York
v. Sullivan, requested copies of
the videotapes of the program's
mock hearing for use in his preparation for the actual Supreme
Court hearing.
Smolla repooed the findings of the mock court: The
mock court hearing Board of
Education of Oklahoma City
Public Schools v. Dowell predicted that the Supreme Court
would rule 8 - 1 in favor of allowing Oklahoma City to return to a
neighborhood school system. The
mock justices hearing New
York v. Sullivan concluded
that the Supreme Court
would return a 6 - 3 vote
in favor of striking down
the RU.D. regulations restricting counseling content in subsidized family
planning cilincs. Based
on panel discussion regarding this case, Professor
Smolla hypothesized that
this resuh indicated a belief
on the part of the mock
The Institute of the Bill of Rights' third-annWlI Supreme Court
justices that the Supreme
Preview featured JXlnels of reknowned journalists and legal
Court will look at this case
luminaries.

as a free speech case rather than
a privacy issue.
Professor Smolla also
commented on the insight he
gained from the anecdotal information provided by the program's
panelists.
SmoUa was "very
impressed with how much of a
leadership role Justice Brennan
had over the years." Conversly,
Smolla was struck by the panelist's implications that Justice Scalia
has not been as influential with
other Supreme Court members.
Overall, the consensus of the
journalists and other panel
members showed that the Court
is gradually moving toward more
conservative attitudes, a trend that
Professor Smolla did not find at
aU surprising.
Smolla expressed pleasure with the program's turnout.
He indicated that approximately
70 people other than MarshallWythe students and local residents attended the program's
events and that the overall attendance was as good or better than
last year. Professor SmoUa was
particularly happy with the student turnout.
.

think I hear him coming." This
possibility would allow Alex to
rem ain calm for about a minute;
after that, it was back to the
business of being a young man in
strange surroundings - opening
up drawers, reading the odd clipping on the wall and just generally poking around. As the clock
approached 7:55 pm, I began to
wonder if Haleywould have time
to greet Alex at all. I worried that
Kyle and the other SA. officials
would whisk him right into Trinkle
Hall, as the crowd was growing
to significant numbers. Finally,
Alex Haley arrived.
Continued on Page Six

Congratulations to the
Review
new
Law
members!
Jennifer Arlin
Pamela Arluck
Darlene Bradberry
Eric Carlson
Michael Chu
Christian Connell
Laura Dahl
William DeVan
John Edwards
Christopher Farris
Keith Finch
Paul Gallagher
Mark Herrmann
Joanne Jones
Thomas Jones
Ann Kratz
Jessica Lynch
Lawrence Ostema
Matthew O'Toole
Elaine Paul
Debra Rauanheimo
Ann Rosen
Jeanne Schmid
Brendan Shannon
John Tarley
Janet Thomas
Mary ThnTUJer
Wendy Voss
Scott Zimmerman
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LETTERS FROM LAW
[1st week, 1st semester, 1st

[1st Week, 1st Semester,
2nd Year]

Dear Mom and Dad,
Am having great time at
Marshall-Wythe! First week was
a blast -- I'm learning how to
brief and read cases. It's really
kind of fascinating. The teachers
are wonderful. And the Law
Librarian is a Rising Star! Legal
Skills is such a good program.
I'm working really hard. Can't
wait to make law review. When I
leave here, I'll be the best Legal
Aid lawyer in town.
How is little Billy? Is he
still fighting with he kid next: door?
They should stop fighting and
make up!
Much love,

Mom and Dad,
I hate Law review. I
hate reading cases. What sadist
thought up Legal Skills? Somebody keeps screwing up my carrel. Whoever described the library director was hanging upside down. Public Interest pay is
lousy; poor and downtrodden
victims of society were not what I
expected them to be. Why am I
here? !
Never want to see New
York again! Maybe I'll become a
prosecutor.
Love,
Linda

r")
..

P.S. Enclosed are the elements of assault and battery. Make
sure Billy mirandizes the twerp!

year]

O ·7;

~J

.

Linda

o -lQJ,v ~
[2nd Week, 2nd Scme, 'e"
1st year]

The Advocate

SCHOO]~

[6th Week, 1st Seml~ster,
2nd year]
Mother and Father,
May it please the family. I have two points I would like
to make. First, I made the Moot
Court team. Second, I am applying to big firms because they
look good on the resume. And
they pay well. It would be only
for the summer though. Too
. many mindless yuppies for me. I
really want to do public intlerest.
Of course, the firms have pro
bono ...
Yours truly,
Linda
P.S. Tell Billy to litigate!

h

,

Mom and Dad,
Grades arc in. I got two
B's and one C! Only two A's!
I'm humiliated!
I have some good news
though, I have a summer job
with a New York P ublic Defender office. I've never seen
the Bronx before. Should be
interesting.
Much Love,
Linda

great life. Love the pay. Good
pro bono policy -- all the pro
bono you want in your spare time!
Work to do. Got to go.
Sincerely,
Linda
P.S. I advise Billy to use
cost benefit analysis to determine the efficacy of taking any
action against the juvenile in the
adjacent dwelling.

[Summer, 2nd Yearl

C 00
' 1_
I7

Bobby Carll

Dee Cohen, Chris Smith and Linda Blackburn (I . to
recently elected as First-year S.B.A. Representatives.

Parents,
Summer internship is
wonderfuL Dolittle takes us out
to nice restaurants all the time.
We play softball every weekend.
The associates must have a really

r .)

were

[Year 3]
Dear Sir and Ma'am:
A ccepted offer from
D olittle, a prestigous firm , with
starting salary of $75,000. That
should take care of the B.M.W.
I've ordered. They promise me
I'll have a chance to make partner within ten years. Only 2500
billable hours are required. They
allow pro bono in spare time.
They do, of course, require hard
work. But that will onlyma kethe
vacations more enjoyabl .
Cordially,
Ms. Linda Luvlaw, Esq.

P.S. I recommend that
young William speak to another
lav.'Ycr. Disputes bctween juveniles are not my specialty.

P.S. Just finished alternative dispute resolution in Legal
Skills. I suggest that Billy try
arbitration

-

[Dave Edwards compiled
the letters from Linda]

q~~

Al Lynch, a Richmond attorney and recO'Cming alcoholic, spoke to
students about the relationship between substance abuse and the legal
profession.

229 - 1550

~§~.

TRAVE L

Manicures * * Pedicures
Sculptures * * IJips * * OVerfays
aciafs ** fJ30dy Massages * * fJ30dy

~

SERVIC E
253 - 121 2

OR 877 - 7227

WE DELI VER TO

20% OFF
Introductory Massage
or Facial with Toning OR

$5 OFF
Full Set
Of Nails

T ~ ;::

LAW SCHOO L DA ILY

AL L TRAVEL SP~ '!C:: S AT NO COST TO YOU :
LOWEST AVA: ,-ABL E AIR-FARE
.A.MTRAK AND HOTEL RESERVATIONS
CAR RE NTAL~
START PLANN ! G FOR THr' NKSGIVI NG AN D CHR! STM~

'Wi£1iams6urg Crossing Sfwpping Center, 5251 ·41 JOM
'WiI£imn.s6urg, 'VlTginia 23185

'Ty~r J{ig~way

CALL U

r : \VEL

Village Shops at Kingsmiil, L

NOW

5 Pocahontas Trail, Williams burg
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FALLING
The SBA is considering
several initiatives to ensure consistent SBA member attendance
at meetings. The propa;als range
from fining members to expulsion proceedings for missing a
certain number of SBA meetings.

research. Books held for more that the coffee is returning on a
son is heading that effort and will
than ten days are evidently trial basis: if the coffee bar bebe providing details soon.
by Heather Ramsey
reshelved.
gins to lose money, it will be ler..
Close the books and slip
minated permanently. So pay
into your dancing shoes, the anAny law student with a your 25 cents, or else.
nual Fall from Grace is almost
suggestion or complaint about
here. On Saturday, October 13,
life at law school should search
Marshall-Wythe students will
out a member of the Student Bar
flock to the ballroom at the stuAssociation and express his or
dent center for the annual fall
Contrary to widespread her views.
blowout blast.
speculation, the temperature of
While there were very few the law school is not controlled in
All law school organicomplaints with last year's party, Richmond. The heating and air zations should have their events
'M!ll planned changes should make conditioning units are located at posted on the SBA bulletin board
this year's even better. Special various points throughout the law to avoid conflicts. Please drop a
Events Committee co-chairs
school. When complaints arise note in Dave Boies' hanging file
Newbill and David Atkinson about a room being too hot or indicating organization, event,
promise improvem ents such as a too cold, the Building and Grounds time, etc.
bigger room, live music, more Department at the college is sumbartenders and free drinks.
moned to solve the problem. The
Fall From Grace will
Not knowing whether last SBA is looking into the techni- be held on October 13. Please
year's long lines for the free beer calities of the system to try and consult the posters in the lounge
were the result of too few bar- come up with a solution, perhaps for more information.
tenders or expensive mixed drinks, leaving responsibility for temperathis year more bartenders were ture adjustments to someone
Kate Atkins has been
hired to serve the free soda, beer, actually located in the law schoo!. appointed as Security Liaison for Will budget cuts leave the law school with a barren coffee bar?
wine and mixed drinks.
The SBA has been disthe law schoo!. She will help
Tickets go on sale in the
The SBA is also looking raise awareness about security tributing law school directories
law school lobby on October 8. into reports that Heller's new at the law school, work with the for 50 cents each. Recent budget
In Memoriam
Last year tickets cost about $15 library policies are angering stu- SBA and the administration to constraints forced the nominai
per person, but the price this dents. Heller's unilateral deci- solve security problems, and help charge to coverihe costs of printyear is still uncertain.
sion to restrict carrel collections coordinate security initiatives with ing the directories this year.
The Special Events Com- to ten books for ten days -- with a the College.
Stevie Ray Vaughan
mittee stresses that the purpose maximum ten dayrenewal-- has
( 1954 - 1990 )
The First Annual SBA
ofthe party is to have a good time allegedly hurt students' ability to
The coffee bar will be Golf Tournament will be held
getting dressed up to dance with do efficient and comprehensive re-opencd soon. The SBA stresses October 20,1990. John Robinfriends . Dates aren't required . .......I!1!11...""_ _ _I111111_ _...._~~_~.
An informal poll by this skeptical
fI'II'~~I'I'I'I'I'I'''''''''~''''''''''A'.I:.
fIrst year found numerous secJ

II

ond and third year students who
either went with a group of friends
or think they would have had a
better time if they had.
Uninitiated flfSt years take .
note: in years past, the party begins at home. Groups of friends I
usually meet for dinner to get
into the festive spirit. Also, there
is no need to dress to impress,
but suits and party dresses are
popular. Save the super formal
stuff for the Barrister's Ball in
the spring.
Finally, since the party
planners want everyone to have a
responsible good time, they actively encourage partygoers to
hire taxicabs for the ride home.
The fares are inexpensive and
everyone gets home safely.
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TAPES & COMPACT DISCS

~~~~ (Reg. $12.88 & Up)

09.

$1'.00 OFF

Cassette Tape
(Reg. $6.88 & Up)

220-3246
Open dolly 100m-9pm, Sunday 12.~~~l?m
Sole Items Excluded
expires . \;, ,:., .'' ';

.
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$2.00 OFF

CONTL1\UES

~
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Compact Disc
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I

OPEN
11:30 am - 2 am

100/0 discount on all food, all the time
to W & M students, staff, and faculty
ACOUSTIC ENTERTAINMENT (most) MONDAYS
LIVE BANDS EVERY TUESDAY NIGHT
10 PM - 1:30 AM

·:·:·
220 - 3405
·::
765 SCOTLAND STREET
I
AT WILLIAM AND MARY'S CARY FIELD
·:: §s,...,......
~~....~""""I'I'I'I'I'I'''I'''''''''.IA1i5r~
:.
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OH, GREAT! ANOTH1ER CARD!!

ANOTHER. PSF SUMMER

~y

This summer I worked for
the Attorney General's Office in
Richmond, Virginia. For the
first time in the history of the Attorney General's internship program, there was no room in the
state budget to pay for summer
interns. Since I was ineligible
for College Work-Study money,
the Public Service Fund enabled
me to work for the Attorney General's Office and stiil pay my
bills.
I worked in the Division of H uman and Natural Resources, which encompasses
health and social services, education, mental health, medical
assistance, health professions, and
environmental law. Primarily, I
aided attorneys in rendering
agency advice regarding proposed
agency policies. These proposed
policies had statewide impact.
Examples include whether to implement a reporting policy for
health care workers infected with
theAIDS virus; the right totreatment issues affecting the care of
mental health patients throughout the state; and the constitutionallimits on the scope of investigation of suspected child
abuse. I worked on various issues including litigation involving enforcement of child support
orders, DNA testing to determine paternity, and the accommodation of religious holidays
for doctors taking licensilllg examinations. All of these issues
went to the core of the state's
power to affect the lives of Virginia residents and employees.
Being the civil libertarian that I am, I never envisioned
myself working for the state. I
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Chris Lande

WESTLAW and NEXIS
have implemented several significant changes to the computerized legal research services they
provide at Marshall-Wythe, most
notably instituting individual user
access numbers for all students.
Both services have also increased
the number of terminals available at the law school; each service provides eight terminals within
the law school. A ccording to
WESTLAW representative Sue
Trask, individual user access
numbers allow WESTLA W to
more closely monitor usage patterns among inilividual users.
They also provide students the
opportunity to save their WESTLA W research after each session. LEXIS representative Linda
Fox emphasi2ed that students may
use the numbers to access LEXlS
from home computers via a

modem.
Each company has added
other features to their vast array
of computerized databases.
WESTLAW now has employers'
National Association of Legal
Placement NALP information online to allow students to use search
commands to identify employers
meeting given criteria. Trask
added, "WESTLAW has upgraded its 'star-paging' system to
allow pinpoint cites to more regional reporters. Before, WESTLA W provided 'star-paging' to
reference only other West reporters." LEXIS/NEXIS has
developed an electronic clipping
service called ECLIPSE which
allows users to easily monitor
legal or law-related issues.
LEXIS/NEXIS has added databases to cover recent events in
Europe as well as one devoted to

the current crisis in Iraq. Bot h
WESTLAWand LEXISjNEXIS
will provide weekly refresher
training sessions throughout the
academic year to supplement
initial training classes and regular hours of company representatives. Students are encouraged
to use these sessions whenever
they 'Wish to hone their computerized legal research skills. Fox
commented "The individual
access numbers along with expanded facilities and services are
designed to enhance student
access to LEXISj NEXIS producl. The company wants to get
students hooked [on LEXIS]
before they get out of school."

Carll

"] want to thank the Public
Service Fund as well as those
who contributed to the fund."
- Pamela Mendeloff

Continued from Page Three
There was no question
who Alex Haley was eager to
meet. He came right over to
Alex and said "You must be Alex
Hailey. It's a pleasure to meet
you. Sit down over here so we
can talk for awhile." And so they
did. Big Alex asked Little Alex
how old he was ana where he
went to school. He asked Alex to
write down his address so that
they could correspond. He signed
Alex's book too:

surprise; I had thought Alex and
I would sit in the back and leave
after listening to a few of Haley's
remarks. But as we entered the
hall, I realized that we were the
was pleased to find, however, that
last ones to be seated. We were
the attorneys I worked with were
next to the woman who would
tremendously concerned about
introduce Alex Haley. Little Alex
the civil rights of the individuals
sat quietly am1 chuchoo hi~ m:;'W\:ywhose ljves they were affecting
autographed book. I'm sure he
through advice to the various state
was as dazed as I was about the
agencies. Not only was I able to
flurry of events.
work with issues that I found
When the introduction
compelling and fascinating, but I
was over, Alex Haley ra;e to speak
"For Alex Haley --was able to do so in good conHe was battling a nasty cold and
science.
his voice was hoarse, but he SIX>ke
It's such a pleas- calmly and evenly about an event
ure to meet you, my namesake! which had moved him that very
evening. He noted that many
mothers and fathers had told him
Sincerely,
about naming their children Kizzy
or Kunta, after characters in the
Alex Haley
book Roots. But in all of his
worldly travels, he said, he had
P.S. We really must keep never met a child named Alex
in touch .... "
Haley. That had all changed not
ten minutes earlier, he said, when
Vvith Coupon
he met "Litt1eAlex" Hailey. Then
Big Alex asked Little Alex to join
I told him that Little Alex him on stage. The crowd reIndividual Treats:
spelled his last name differently; sponded with a prolonged ovaMini pies
Big Alex made a note of it. Big tion as the two Alexs stood toice cream sandwiches
Alex also helped Little Alex spell gether at the podium. It was a
Williamsburg - the world-re- magic moment.
truffies
knowned author was a gentle
During the rest of his
cake pieces
teacher as well.
speech, Alex Haley referred to
After a flurry of photo- Little Alex several times as his
graphs (the Flat Hat wasn't the latest book \vill focus on hischiklonly publication present), Alex hood memories of Henning,
Haley stood to leave. He seemed Tennessee. Many of Haley's
genuinely moved that a child had stories recalled a time when he·
been named in his honor. With- was the same age as Little Alex.i
out appearing to rush, he said It was during that time that Haley
good-bye to Alex. I thought that learned most of the information.
the meeting had been a resound- that would later help him write'
ing success. What I didn't know Roots. Little Alex grew tired as:
was that the evening s high point the evening progressed and was
had yet to come.
given to fidgeting in his seat or'
An SA. officer told me fanning the pages of the book he:
erchants Square
that two seats had been reserved held. Yet there were times when.
en Daily 10 AM _.. 10 PM
229 - 6385
for Alex and myself in the front he listened more intently than~
row of Trinkle Hall. This was a anyone in the room. I wondered,

BUY ONE
GET ONE FREE

what he thought of it all.
During the rest of his
speech, Alex Haley referred to
Little Alex several times, as his
latest book will focus on his childhood memories of Henning,
Tennessee. Many of Haley's
stories recalled a time when he
w ... " the "illIle ...ge a:. Little Alex.

It was during that time that Haley
learned most of the information
that would later help him write
Roots. Lillie Alex grew tired as
the evening progressed and was
given to fidgeting in his seat or
fanning the pages of the book he
held. Yet there were times when
he listened more intently than
anyone in the room. I wondered
what he thought of it all.
On the way home, Alex
and I swapped opinions of the.
evening. He was less impressed
than I at the ovation he received.
"They just clapped," he deadpanned. But when I asked him
what he thought of Alex Haley,
he was much more enthused.
"He spoke like an author,"
AI x Hailey declared. Truer
words have never been spoken.

FAIR NOTICE

The Student Services
Committee
is
sponsoring
these
events:
Wed., Oct. 10, 34pm,
in Rm, 119 - Stress
management
techniques. Learn to
deal (constructively)
with law school stress!
Thurs., Oct. 11, 4:156pm, Patio - BEER!
An informal gathering
for
students
and
faculty.
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Continued from Page Eight

run by Northwestern, of
course), Michigan will be in the
Rose Bow~ again. With Bo
SchembechIer gone, they may
actually win the thing. Besides,
how can you lose with a
quarterback named Elvis
Grbac?
After their upset win
over Miami, BYU had national
championship dreams. After
last Saturday, not any more.
Despite the most exciting
passing attack in college
footbal~ the Oregon Ducks
(the Fighting Ducks, mind you)
beat the Cougars. Even with
only one loss, the BYU schedule will prevent them from
gaining the top spot. Ty and
company will have to settle for
the Heisman.
Speaking of the
Heisman, Shawn Moore and
the Virginia Cavaliers may be
for real. They are 5-0. The
Cavs fmally beat Clemson.
What's more they dominated
the Tigers from beginning to
end. Despite giving up 35
points to William and Mary,
the defense is solid. With
Moore, Terry Kirby and
Herman Moore, Virginia can
score points with anybody. National championship? Forget it.
Look for the Cavs to stumble
against Georgia Tech and/ or
Maryland, even though both
games are in Charlottesville.
Numerous teams have
looked good in the early going,
but they will fade. Oklahoma
and Nebraska are undefeated,
but so what? Nebraska will
once again lose in a bowl game
to a team that refuses to play
like Kansas State. Oklahoma,
just off probation, doesn't have
the manpower to seriously

challenge for a few more years,
which will be about the time
Charles Thompson will be out
on parole. USC and Ohio
State are nice teams, but the
Trojans were blown out by
Washington, then whipped the
Buckeyes in Columbus. Can
you say consistent? As for the
Huskies, they couldn't handle
the glory of being undefeated
as they lost to Colorado.
In Boulder, the
memory of Sal Aunese has
faded, the Orange Bowl
debacle is ancient history, and
the Buffaloes are out of the
national championship picture.
Normalcy has returned to
Colorado. Alabama lost Bill
Curry - their coach, Siran Stacy
- their Heisman candidate, and
their first three games. It
couldn't have happened to a
nicer group of alumni.
Futility awards this
year will be plentiful. Northwest.ern actually celebrated
after beating Northern Illinois.
When is the last time a Big
Ten team celebrated after
beating a program of that
stature? North Carolina is,
well, bad. 'Nuff said. Columbia may never win again, and
rumor has it that Boston
College is checking to see if
Rick Carlson has any eligibility
remaining.
The national championship race this year is wide
open. This writer sees Florida
State coming away with all of
the marbles. Notre Dame will
lose more than once, and
Miami will get scalped by the
Seminoles. Auburn whines too
much, and honestly, Virginia
the national champion?

a blast from the past to Williamsburg,
on Second Street recently renovated in honor
.
ts blrthday.
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SEPARATED
AT BIRTH

Judge Robert Bork, Prof. Collins,
Librarian Rick 'Buchanan, Bob

Marley Look-alike Blackstone

PSF SURVEY RESULTS

by Katherine Cross
Last spring, 138 law
students responded to a Public
Service Fund survey of their career plans, both before law school
and at the time of the survey, and
of their debt burden. The survey
was conducted to see whether
there was any correlation between
career choices, especially in public
interest, and debt burden. In
addition, the surveyors wished to
get student response to the desirability of a loan-assistance and
loan-forgiveness program at
Marshall-Wythe.
The most striking result
of the survey was that 79% of the
respondents answered yes to the
survey question: "Developing an
adequate loan-assistance and
loan-fo rgiveness program for
students who have significant loan
burdens and are entering government/public service work
should be a priority at this law
school." Only 14 respondents
disagreed with this statement.
Forty-eight percent of
the respondents agreed that they
would be good candidates for
such a program because of significant loan burdens and some
interest in government/ public
interest work, although almost
as many indicated they would not
be good candidates for a loan
repayment assistance program.
In response to the statement "I
would pursue governm entjpub-

lie interest work were it not for ... "
only 12 people indicated having
no interest in public service work.
The other options in response to
this statement were: "financial
considerations of all types," "my
total educational indebtedness,"
and "law-school related indebtedness alone."
Students were asked
what career options were foremost in their minds upon ftrst
deciding to go to law school and,
second, what career option ''you
will now most likely pursue." One
distinct trend was that, while there
were relatively small numbers
oriented toward public interest
in both groups, there was a 25 30% drop in government/ public
interest orientation from pre-law
school to the time of the survey.
Most replied that they wanted to
work for "other law ftrms" - in
contrast to the option given of
"large law firms".
The last question of the
survey attempted to determine
whether debt burden influenced
students' decisions not to go into
public interest work, especially if
a trend could be discerned that
those with the original intent to
do such work subsequently
changed their minds upon attending law school. While the 25 30% trend above was noted, the
answers to the last question of
the survey did not indicate a clear

reason for the diminishing interest in public interest and government work. Just over half of the
respondents indicated it was true
that frnancial considerations of
all types kept them from pursuing this work. Forty-one percent
of respondents indicated that were
it not for law-school related
educational indebtedness, they
would pursue government/ public interest work. However, a
greater percentage of the respondents answered in the negative.
Further, a positive response could
mean a variety of things.
The Public Service Fund
will be looking at the results of
the survey on loan repayment
assistance and into the possibility of implementing such a program at Marshall-Wythe. With
such a large indication of approval of loan repayment assistance being a priority here, the
survey seemed to indicate law
students think it would be a good
idea to implement a program.
The people who indicated plans
to go into public interest work
represent those who could beneftt from such a program , thereby
benefitting us all.

Graduation
Countdown

11

227 days

and counting!!
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First Annual College Football Forecast

SCOREBOARD

by M yehal Scbulz
October is upon us.
The leaves have begun to fall,
the air has become a little more
crisp, and of course, college
football is in full swing. What
would the fall be without
Miami bad-mouthing opponents, Notre Dame getting
lucky, and Penn State being
boring? One shudders to think.
Though only a third of
the way through the season,
numerous surprises have
already surfaced. UCLA is
really bad for the second year
in a row. Penn State still
doesn't have an offense for the
eighties, much less the nineties.
Alabama lost its first three
games, and nobody has thrown
a brick through Gene Stallings'
window.
Despite the early
season surprises, the top of the
charts looks like the best are
where they should be. Notre
Dame clearly has the best
talent, but with miracle wins
against Michigan and Michigan
State. the Irish luck is wearing
thin. The Domers must
improve their defense, especially the secondary, before
arch-rival Miami comes to town
in mid-October. Even then,

however, Notre Dame must
travel to Tennessee and
Southern California. National
championship? No way.
Knocking on the door
to Notre Dame's penthouse is
Florida State. The Seminoles
have blown their way through
the early part of the season,
unlike the past few years.
Although Virginia Tech gave
them a struggle last Saturday,
the Seminoles were probably
looking to their clash with
Auburn this Saturday. For the
Seminoles to sit on top of the
heap, they must beat both
Auburn and Miami. Possible,
very possible.
Many picked Auburn
as the best team in the nation,
but in doing so, they forgot one
thing: they have the gutless
wonder as a coach. Pat Dye
proved it once again last
Saturday by settling for a tie
with Tennessee instead of going
for a win. The Tigers simply
don't have the edge, or the
quarterback, to put them over
the top this year.
Many quality teams
already have blemished
records. Tennessee tied
Colorado in a game played

entirely too early (late August),
and then missed a short field
goal that would have beaten
Auburn. Even without Heisman candidate Chuck Webb,
the Volunteer attack is potent.
If the Volunteers beat Notre
Dame at Knoxville in November, look for Johnny Majors to
be screaming that his team is
the best. With two ties,
however, few will be listening.
Miami and Michigan
have already lost a game. The
Miami defense was truly
pounded into submission by Ty
Detmer and BYU. While the
Hurricanes won't have to face
that kind of bombardment
again, they do have to play
both Florida State and Notre
Dame. Look for the 'Canes to
whip the Irish but stumble
against the Seminoles, thereby
dashing their national championship hopes. Michigan,
however, will be there at the
end. After a bitter loss to
Notre Dame, the Wolverines
rebounded to crush buth
UCLA and Maryland. Though
the Blue will have to travel to
Ohio State to decide the Big
Ten championship (barring a

REINHARDT ON PRURIENT INTEREST
Prurient Interests, led by
the bottom of the batting order
and a flawless infield, slaughtered
the undergrad team of Just Coolin'
by a score of 18 - 3.
Rookie Eric "the wizard" Chasse expressed disappointment to team captain Gary Reinhardt about his seventh position
in the batting order. This comment prompted Reinhardt to bat
Chasse eighth. Chasse respcnded
by reaching base in all three atbats, including a home run and a
triple. Chasse also made the
difficult appear routine during
an impressive performance at
shortstop.
Greg "no ride" Casker,
who was batting tenth for playing
a sissy game like soccer instead
of coming to batting practice, went
three for three. Casker played
an excellent game at the hot
corner, forcing immediate comparisons to Chris Sabo.
Jim "toothpick" Reynolds batted ninth and was forced
to catch for hitting the team
captain in the head with a Pop-

Tart box on game day_ Reynolds
had two hits and was robbed by
the umpire of a third. Late in the
game he also made a sprawling
catch in right field to gain the
defensive-play-of-the-day honors.
Other notable performances included Brian "1 don't really
keep my stats" Guidash's right
centerfield belly flop and three
hits in four at bats. E.G . "I'd
rather be in the law review office" Allen played an errorless
second base and delivered a pressure packed two-out single that
produced the required 1S-run
slaughter margain and ended the
game. Pitcher Mac "fast ball"
McGarity allowed only one earned
run while enjoying a perfect day
at the plate.
Every player in the batting order collected at least one
hit and scored at least one run.
After three weeks of the regular
season Prurient Interests has
stretched the ir undefeated string
to 1 and their record now stands
at an im pressive 1 - 0 with three
games to be pIa ed this week.

Continued on Page Seven
SCHULZ ON MARAUDING

The B and Box has the

LOWEST COMPACT DISC PRICES
IN THE AREA
We have great prices EVERYDAY
When we have a sale, YOU SAVE

EVEN MORE

ON SALE OCT. 3 - 14
$11.98 CD
$7.98 Tape
New Releases by:
INXS
REPLACEMENTS
INDIGO GIRLS
MEGADEATH
GRA TEFUL DEAD

THIRD BASS
VAUGHAN BROS.
CARON WHEELER
COCTEA U TWINS
WATERBOYS

(25.98 CD, $16.98 tape)

and many more!
THE • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

BOX
We Buy and Sell Used CD's

517 PRINCE GEORGE ST.
229 - 8882

Open 10-9 Mon.- Sat.
12-6 Sun.

Marshall's Marauders
In the Marauder's secexploded from fall training camp ond game, another unidentified
to begin the Men's "A" intramu- underIndian team fell victim to
ral softball season with a perfect legal assault. Behind the too
2-0 record.
numerous to count hit pitching
In the first game, the of "I told you I can pitch" CarH,
Marauders, behind the 16-hit the Marauders pounded out a
pitching of Rick "Meat" Carlson, 13-6 victory.
thrashed an unknown underThe game started omigraduate team, 8-3. Feeding on nously when reserve Matt " Hit
such arrogance, the Marauder 'em where they are" O'Toole
hitting unleashed a barrage of actually showed up for the game.
shots that had the underIndians The Maruaders' bad luck continscreaming for mercy, much to ued when the normally steady
the delight of Tony "Why am I infield committed numerous
here?" Johnson. The attack was errors in the first two innings,
lead by home run power of Chris- which lead to a 6-1 deficit. After
tian "The Natural" Connell, Kevin manager John "Neon Deion"
"Kick Some Booty" Fleming and McNelis exhorted his troops with
John "Pull My Cap Way Down a rousing "Come on, guys," the
So I Can't See Anything" Tarley. team finally exploded into the
lead behind the stel1ar base-runStellar defense limited ning of Steve " Rocket Ismail got
the little people to few scoring all the speed in my family" Schofopportunities. The infield re- ield and a grand slam ground ball
corded no errors, though third home run by Manager McNelis.
baseman Mychal "What the hell Emotional inspiration came from
is accuracy?" Schulz valiantly Brian "Hit the ball" Fusonie, who
attempted to throw the ball past nobody remembers being there.
Matt "What do I look like, a
Despite slipping to third
vacuum cleaner?" Pullen, but to in the weekly Flat Hat intramu00 avail. Tom "I wanted to proted ral poll, the Maruaders are conthe coach's job" Jones ended his fident that they will finish the
three inning contract holdout and season on top. The aging eximmediately sparked the team athletes continue to exude arrowith a routine fly ball to left.
gance on the field, leading Joe
After giving way to "Dutch Rennart' Tighe, intraBobby "No really, I can pitch" mural director, to comment, "Law
Carll, "Meat" Carlson fmished school? Should ve known."
the hapless opponent off, thereby
earning a victory and a save in
the same game.

